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INTRODUCTION
The described computing program assures the quantitative and qualitative

analysis of the speotra obtained within the neutron activation analysis method.
It is meant for the laboratories interested in detecting and determining the
concentration of certain elements (i.e. medicine,biology,metalurgy labs).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The program processes regular spectrum obtained from the irradiation with

neutrons within test standard terms of a sample and measured by a Ge(li) detec-
tor. We can use both a TN 17o5 multichannel analyser and a romanian MCA 79 one,
both with Io24 channels,the interfaoe with the computer being performed by ITC.

The program has been made and Implemented on the roumanian microcomputers
FELIX M118 and FELIX M216 and has a modular, struoture whioh facilitates its use
and debugging.The spectrum processing by the program is performed off*-line,
after having been memorized on a floppy disk.

After introduction, the speotrum is dumped on display, enabling selection
and extension of some speotrum windows with cross-hair facilities.The next step
is to determine the background paramaters(the background is supposed to be a
polynomial of degree 1,2 or 3)*

Further on comes the gaussian ourves fitting using the least squares method
applid to the equations

Y(x)-ax3+bx7+ox+d+ 2 E y. exp(- (x-xoi f /a«£> (1)
The fitting process oan be aimuoltaneously made on maximum lo gauasians

and starts by introduction (by the user) of an initial evaluation of parameters
(it may be performed either by a oross-hair or may be taken from another spec-
trum analysis program of smaller resolution,for example the PRAO program).

The gaussian curves fitting is lucratively made,ending either whan exceeding
an Iteration maximum number or when the process converges.lt is accompanied by
the permanent dump of the initial speotrum as well as of the one calculated af-
ter each iteration,In ease the prooeas does not converge it is recovered with a
relntroduotion of the gaussian Initial parameters.The identification of the ele-
ments la performed using a polynomial relation betwaan energy and channel,ob-
tained by the calibration of the device with a standard sample.

Further comes the caloulus of the peak-areas (by Integration) and the ele-
ment identifying module,by searohing In the library associated to the program.

The oalculus of the elements concentration (elements previously identified
in the sample) is made supposing that the relation between then and the Induced
activities is known.

Finally the program puts at tha user's disposal the list of the elements
Identified during the test,together with their concentrations,in the form of an
analysis report.
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